
Lifetime Analysis Projections

Your Current Lifetime Analysis
Based on the information gathered, your retirement funds are projected to last until 2049.

After Gathering the Facts.

Year Jerry Age Elaine Age Retirement Funds
2046 83 83 $212,519
2047 84 84 $116,166
2048 85 85 $27,670
2049 86 86 $0

Recommendations to Balance Your Lifetime Analysis
If you incorporate the following suggestions, your retirement funds are projected to last through 2063.

1. Cut Spending by 20% at Retirement.
2. Elaine Contributes $541 to a New Roth Account.
3. Jerry works a Part Time Job Making $2,000/Month from 2030-2033.

Year Jerry Age Elaine Age Retirement Funds
2060 97 97 $537,530
2061 98 98 $462,412
2062 99 99 $381,875
2063 100 100 $295,657

Recommendations to Balance Your Lifetime Analysis
If you incorporate the following suggestions, your retirement funds are projected to last through 2063.

1. Move $115,000 from Checking to GIB Annuity.
2. Begin Monthly Payments of $617 in January 2028.

Year Jerry Age Elaine Age Retirement Funds
2060 97 97 $631,100
2061 98 98 $563,759
2062 99 99 $490,478
2063 100 100 $411,746
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The information provided by these projections and calculators is for illustrative purposes only. Estimates included are based on information supplied by the client such
as estimated Social Security benefits, pension benefits, projections of cost of living increases, inflation rates, and federal and state income tax rates. Current federal
income tax tables are used in certain calculations. All of these are subject to change and will have an effect on the long range outcome shown in the analysis. Any interest
rates are hypothetical and are not meant to represent any specific investment. Thomas Gold Solutions, LLC has done the due-diligence to maintain the accuracy of the
information and calculations, but the assumptions do not encompass all situations. Thomas Gold Solutions, LLC does not make any guarantees on the outcome of any
recommendations made based upon the above information. The projections or other information generated by this report regarding the likelihood of various
investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results.
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You have More Money with GIB then using your Savings
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